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Long time ago, thanks
to favorable weather,
everyone got bumper
crops. All animals enjoyed a
comfortable and happy life.
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The small animals were
living peacefully on their
green grassland when
suddenly, one day...
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... A fierce elephant came
from nowhere. He started
destroying the village.
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Evil Elephant tried to drive
all the grassland folks away.
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Too scared of Evil Elephant,
the small animals could not
go out to find food until he
slept.
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Living in the grass, Small
Grasshopper was especially
nervous all the time. If
unfortunately stepped
on by Evil Elephant, Small
Grasshopper would be
crushed into dirt for sure.
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Could not stand that strait
forever, Small Grasshopper
gathered his friends to find
way of driving Evil Elephant
away.
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Small Grasshopper said. - If
we leave the giant guy do
as he pleases, every single
grassland animal will die of
hunger. And we also can
die anytime because of his
pillar-like huge legs.
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- Small, weak and with poor
eyesight like me, I will be
dead for sure if I face him
alone…
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- But if all of us attack him
together…
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- Let see if he can handle it
anymore.
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Listening to Small
Grasshopper, his friends all
nodded in agreement. They
scattered to gather more
friends to band together
and drive Evil Elephant
away.
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Hordes
of grasshoppers swarmed
over the grassland. They
swooped on Evil Elephant all
together.
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Abruptly attacked, Evil
Elephant got at sixes
and sevens and surely
unable to deal with a sea of
grasshoppers. He could not
do anything but run away
and never come back again.



15

Thanks to their united
power, the small and weak
grasshoppers won over
that huge Evil Elephant.
The grassland folks
whooped cheerfully. -
Bravo, grasshoppers’ attack
on elephant.
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